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Article 1 of the International Convention on Certain Questions *relat-

ing to the Conflict of Nationality Laws signed at The Hague on April 12,.
1930 &apos;) provides that:

&quot;It is for each State to determine under its own law who are its nationals.

This law.shall be recognised by other States in so&apos;far as it is consistent with

international conventions, international custom and the principles of law

generally recognised with regard to nationality.&quot;

This article appears in a chapter of the Convention entitled &quot;General Prin-

ciples&quot;. With respect to these principles, and to the more particular &quot;rules&quot;

laid down in other chapters of the Convention Article 18 provides that:

&quot;The high contracting parties agree to apply the principles and rules con-

tained in the preceding articles in their relations with each other, as from the

date of entry into force of the present convention.

The inclusion of the above-mentioned principles and rules in the convention

sh4ll in no way be deemed to prejudice the question whether they do or do not

already form part of international law&quot;.

It is the main purpose of this paper to determine the impact, if any, of

the duty of one State to &quot;recognise&quot; the nationality laws of other States,
which the Convention creates or confirms upon the shape which domestic

nationality codes take and to seek to discover whether the existence of any

such duty influences the manner in which nationality questions are dealt

with by domestic courts.

In the systems of the conflict of laws employed *,a some States the

concept of nationality plays little part. This arises because the law of the

1) League of Nations Treaty Series, Vol. 179, p. 89.

22 2. ausl. 86. R. u. VR., Bd. 19/1-3
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338 P a r r y

domicile is regarded as the personal law rather than the law of nationality.
As a consequence of this way Of doing things one finds, for instance, that

nationality is relevant in the English system of private international law,.
only as a result of a relatively, modem statutory provision permitting
British subjects to make their wills in a particular form 2), of a similar pro-
vision permitting marriages of British subjects to be celebrated in partic
ular ways&apos;) - and perhaps in connection with certain aspects of legitimacy,
legitimation and adoption&apos;). It is not relevant in connection with civil
jurisdiction As a result, nationality has had general relevance&apos;in the law,

2) The will of a British subject made,outside the United kingdom is valid from the

point of view of form if made according to the forms of the place of making, of the place
of domicile of the testator at the time of its making, or of a place of domicile of origin
of the latter which is within the dominions of the Crown. The will of a British subject made
within the United Kingdom is similarly so valid if made in accordance with the forms of

the law of the place of making: Wills Act, 1861, SS. 1, 2. It is -immaterial that the testator

subsequently ceases to be a British subject. See generally D i c e y ,Conflict of Laws,
7th ed. 1958, Rule 116, Exceptions 1, 2.

A&apos;marriage abroad between parties at least one of whom is a British subject by or

before a British diplomatic, consular or,like representative who&apos; is a &gt;&gt;marriage officer&lt;&lt;
within the Acts is as valid as if soleninised in due form in the United Kingdom. Like

provision is made for the foreign&apos;marriages of H. M. Forces., See the Foreign Marriage
Acts, 1892-1947, and see D i c e y, op.cit., Rule 30 (4), (5). Possibly the rule that a

marriage in a place where use of the local, form is impossible. is valid if celebrated as

Q.. n;-,

op.c Rule 30 (2). But the limitation here perhaps arises.frpm. the nature of the case.

Cf. also the case of marriage of a member of a British occu.pying force: See ibid.,
Rule 30 (3).

.4) Special statutory provision exists for the establishment by judicial declaration of the

legitimacy of any person who is a, British subject or whose right to be such depends on his

legitimacy or legitimate descent: Matrimonial Causes Act, 1956, S. 17. See D i&apos;c,e y,
op.cit., Rule 64. And see P a r r y, Nationality and Citizenship Laws of the Commonwealth

(1957), p_350-351. Nationality is irrelevant in any ordinary problem of the conflict of

laws concerning legitimation. But a person who is to be deemed legitimated for ordinary
purposes of. the conflict of laws is not necessarily within the rule of nationality law assim-

HatIing legitimated persons to those legitimately born. For the latter rule is confined to

persons legitimated per subsequens matrimonium and would notinclude a person legiti
mated by recognition or acknowledgment.&apos; Compare the British Nationality Act, 1948,
S. 23 (as to which see P a r r y op.cit., p. 330-333) and the common law rule as stated
in D i c e y, op.cit., Rule 68&apos;&apos;Conversely, a person deemed to be- legitimated for purposes
of nationality law may not be so deemed for ordinary purposes of the conflict of laws -

if,: as is contended, the Legitimacy Act, 1926, excludes not Only domestic legitimation, but
also recognition of foreign legitimation, of adulterini. See D i c e y op.cit., p. 44 1-1447

1

A British adoption order may be made irrespective of nationality. But it has no effect on

nationality unless the adopter be a citizen of the United Kingdom and. Colonies: Adoption
Act, 1950, S. 16. See P a r r y op.cit., p. 348-350. A&apos; foreign adoptio,n&apos; order may be

recognised in England for purposes of the conflict of laws: D i c e.y, op.cit., Rule 73.
But ithas no effect on nationality. As to guardianship see the note following&apos;

5) The English courts indeed cling to the rule that an alien enemy has no persona standi

in iudicio. But the test of enmity here is not nationality but voluntary residence. See
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The Duty to Recognise Foreign Nationality Laws 339

of the United Kingdom in connection only with the enjoyment of political
rights &apos;), the extent of crininal jurisdiction &apos;), the right of residence within

the dominions of the Crown &apos;), the right to practise certain callings,&apos;), and
the right to own certain categories of property - in modern days, British

ships &quot;), formerly English land &quot;). This situation may or may not have

influenced the degree to Which the nationality law of the United. Kingdom
has taken account of foreign nationality laws. At all; events it provides us.

with an example of a nationality law whose points of contact with foreign
laws are minimal and which will therefore provide a starting point for the

enquiry.
It is certain that, before 1844, the statute law as to nationality of the

United Kingdom took no account whatsoever of foreign nationalitY laws.

Its sole concern was to lay down rules, as to who became a British subject
upon birth or - exceptionally, naturalisation. And the status of a, British

subject acquired in accordance with the rules laid down was indelible. Any
status acquired under the law of any other,country was utterly irrelevant..
So, for example, a man who was a French national by reason of birth in

France was triable for high treason when taken in arms against the King if

it proved that his father was born in the United Kingdom, so that the

status of a British subject automatically descended to the son &quot;).
But ihe whole law of nationality was not then statutory. It does not

follow, however, that the position was any different if the whole law,
,including, that is to say, the rules of the common law as laid down by the

courts, be looked to. It was indeed held in C a I v i n&apos;s C a s e &quot;) that a

Dicey, op.cit., Rule 17, Exception. There is not, it is thought, any substance in the sugges-
tion sometimes made that English courts will assume civil jurisdiction in actions

I

in

personam on grounds of the nationality of the defendant. See the views of the writer set

out in ibid., p. - 1027. In connection with the guardianship and custody of infants it was

formerly said that English courts had jurisdiction to make a custody order with respect to

a British subject resident abroad on the basis of personal allegiance. But the real basis of the
earlier decisions seems to have been domicile rather than nationality and the assertion of

jurisdiction in this regard over all British subjects would now be inappropriate owing to

the creation of local citizenships within the Commonwealth. See ibid., p. 359-39.1.
6) These restrictions date from the Act of Settlement, 1700. See P a r r y op.cit., p. 58.

See also Re Stepney Election Petition, Isaacson v. Durant (1886) 17 Q.B.D. 54.

7) See P a r r y op.cit., p. 108-110. And see the British Nationality Act, 1948, S. 3 (1).
Compare Joyce v. Director of Public Prosecutions [1946] A C 347.

11) See the Alien Restriction Acts, 1914-1919.

9) E.g.: that of a solicitor.

10) Merchant Shipping Act, 1894, S. 1.

11) See P a r r y,, op.cit., chap. 2, passim.
12) Proceedings against Aeneas MacDonald (1747) 18 St.Tr. 858; Inouye Kamao V.

The King (1947) 31 Hong Kong L R 66; Annual Digest etc., 1947, p. 103..

13) (1608) 7 Co.Rep. Ia.
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&quot;Scottish national&quot; was necessarily an &quot;English national&quot; as a result of the

mere personal union of the Crowns of the two countries and without the

necessity for the union of the two kingdoms. However, that celebrated case

cannot, be interpreted as involvin&apos; -

any &quot;recognition&quot; by English law of9
Scottish nationality law. The doctrine that a subject of the Scottish king
was necessarily a subject of the English king was very largely conditioned

by the circumstance&apos;that the status of a subject could only be acquired by
&apos;birth within the dominions of the King or by. descent from a person bort,
within these dominions - or, exceptionally, by royal grant. Hence there

was a recognition that the dominions of the English king, after the union,
extended to Scotland, and that the personality of the King was indivisible,
rather than any recognition of Scottish nationality law.

The case is perhaps seen to be altered when the first decisions on the

effect of Curtailment of the Crown&apos;s dominions are reached. The maxim
nemo potest exuere patriam.ought logically to have involved that the
American colonists remained. British subjects after their successful. rebellion
and the recognition of the United States. And this, was indeed strongly
argued at the time &quot;). But, when the matter came, somewhat tardily, to. be

considered by the courts, it was held that the treaty of peace with the

colonists was not to be interpreted in that way, because of

&quot;the inconvenience which must ensue from considering the great mass of the

inhabitants of a&apos;countky to be at once citizens and subjects of two distinct and

independent States

It was similarly held 16) after a similar interval, that the Hanoverians

were not British subjects after the divergence of the Crowns of Britain and

Hanover. And the reason now given was that double nationality was not

so much inconvenient as legally impossible. Hence it must follow that, since

the Hanoverians were certainly subjects of the King of Hanover, they could
not be subjects of the Queen of Britain. We have, therefore, with these two

decisions, some material upon which&quot;to build such a rule as that, at English
common law, where territory ceased to be part of the dominions.of the

Crown and the inhabitants of that territory acquired the nationality of
another State, they automatically lost British nationality. To that extent,

therefore, it is arguable that English nationality law &quot;recognised&quot;, foreign
nationality laws even before modern times. But the position is not as clear

as might appear. The cases referred to, and also a I v i n-s&apos; C a s e 17),

14) See P a r r yop.cit., p. 73, note 16.

15) Doe d. Tbomas v. Acklam (182,4) 2 B.,&amp; C. 779, 798, per Abbott, C.J.
16) Re Stepney Election Petition, Isaacson v. Durant (1886).17 Q.B.D. 54.

17) (1608) 7 Co.Rep. la. Cf. P a r r y, op.cit., p. 41.
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The Duty to Recognise Foreign Nationality Laws 341

proceeded on the assumption that a man. was necessarily subject of some

State. The possibility that the law of the United States or Hanover did not.

acknowledge that some or all of the categories of persons losing British
nationality had acquired either United States or Hanoverian nationality
was. not explored. And the theory that no man is stateless is not part oi
modern English law &quot;) and was incompatible with the general attitude
the old law &apos;9). Moreover, as the present writer has. elsewhere sought to,

suggest, there is very slight evidence that the rule in C a 1 v i n&apos;s C, a:s e
20

was even applied in practice or that the Hanoverians were ever considered
British subjects 21).

The introduction -in 1844, virtually for the first time, of generalnatu-
ralisation under statute did not, it is apprehended, alter the position. For

the executive, in whose hands the grant of naturalisation lay, viewed that

process as conferring a status available only within the territory in which

it was granted. This involved, it may be claimed, that a national of a

foreign State naturalised in England who retained his original nationality
was acknowledged to be a dual national: in short, that his foreign nation-

ality was recognised. But this is putting the case too high., For British
naturalisation was usually stipulated to be available only within the place
of grant quite irrespective of whether or not the grantee retained his, origi-
nal nationality

The change, it may be more properly.said, came only with the Natu-

ralization Act, 1870. That enactment, as is well-known, -was passed to

implement the terms of the Bancroft Convention with the United States,
providing for the mutual recognition of naturalisations as involving expa-
triation. And now for the first time, the doubtful case of loss of territory
by the Crown apart, it became possible for a person who was a British

subject to cease to be such. This could occur &quot;when in any foreign state

[he] voluntarily became naturalized therein- 23). It could also occur

where

&quot;Any person by reason of his having been born within the dominions of Her

Majesty is a natural-born subject, but who also at the time of his birth became

under the law of any foreign state a subject of that state, and is still such a

subject&quot;

18) Stoeck v. Public Trustee [1921] 2 Ch. 67; Hahn v. Public Trustee [1925] Ch. 715.

11) P a r r y op.cit., p. 6.

20) (1608) 7 Co.Rep. la.

21) Op.cit.1 p. 6, 59, 79.

22) ibid., p. 70, 76-77.

23) S. 6; substantially re-enacted as the British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act,
1914,S. 13.
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made a declaration of alienage in due form Here, therefore, were, two

new and certain cases in which termination of the status of a, British subject.
was made dependent upon the acquisition or possession of the nationality:
of some foreign State, and in which recognition of foreign nationality laws

was in consequence conceded. But it is to be noted tha recognition of

foreign nationality laws involved was confined to the limited context of

loss of domestic nationality. It must be noted, too, ihat Act madetwo

other breaches in the ancient rule,nemo potest exuere patriam and that.

these were of a somewhat different character. For it was provided further

that

&quot;Any. person who is born out of Her Majesty&apos;s dominions of a father being a

-British subject may make a declaration c alienage and shall [there-
upon] cease to be a British subject&quot; 25).

That is to say, a foreign-born British subject was enabled, to, cease to be

such a&apos;subject by declaration of alienage without showing that he had

acquired and that he retained any.,foreign nationality.. The thought of the

draf sman clearly was that a foreign-born British subject would neIcessarily
be also a foreign national iure soli. But that was, not of course the case in

reality. Nor was the possibility of., loss of foreign nationality acquired
iure soli envisaged at all. In the second place the Act provided that &quot;A

married woman shall be deemed to be a subject of the state of which her

husband is for the time being a subject&quot;&quot;). By this form. of words the

draftsman no doubt intended to combine in one neat formula, the, rule, that
a foreign woman marrying a British subject became herself a British sub-

ject, which had been first introduced in 1844, and a new, counterpart rule

that.a woman British subject marrying an alien should cease to be a British

subject. It -is not to be taken that he.intended. to attribute to, a woman
I of

the latter category a foreign nationality she did not necessarily acquire
by the laws of the foreign State concerned. Thus he was, in. intention at

least, creating merely a second case, in which&apos; British nationality might&apos;he
lost irrespective of the acquisition or possession of a foreign, nationality.
In summary therefore upon the provisions of the Act considered&apos;so far, we.

hove, two cases in which foreign nationality &apos;laws are recognised in the

sense that possession of foreign nationality produces or permits the divest-

ment of British nationality, and two cases in which the, divestment of

British nationality is permitted or produced without regard to foreign

24) S. 4; re-enacted without any change here material as the British Nationality and

Status of Aliens Act, 1914, S. 14 (1).
25) S. 4,; re-enacted as the British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, 19,14, S. 14 (2).
26) S. 10(i).
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The Duty to Recognise Foreign Nationality Laws 343

nationality in terms of foreign nationality law. Is not the conclusion

irresistible that the draftsman would have been equally free to put all, four

.cases&apos;on the same basis - and to have selected either basis for all of them?

Could he not have made capacity to execute a declaration of alienage
dependent in all cases upon possession retention &quot;under the laws, of

any foreign state&quot; of the status of &quot;a subject of such state?&quot; Could.he not

equally have provided that

&quot;Any British subject may make a declaration of alienage and shall thereupon
cease to be a British subject&quot;?

Should he not indeed have provided that

&quot;Where a woman has married an alien, and was at the time of her marriage a

British subject, she shall not be deemed to have ceased to be a, British subject
unless, by reason of her marriage, she acquired the nationality of her hus-

band&quot; 27)

But by the same token, could he not have provided that

&apos;the wife of a British subject shall be deemed to be a British subject, and the

wife of an alien shall be deemed to be an alien&quot;? 28)

Does not the course he in fact took suggest that he viewed the matter as

governed by nothing new than convenience? No doubt the m,o t i v.e of

the Statute was the avoidance of plural nationality, and its enactment thus

arose, as it were, from an awareness that other States possessed nation-

ality laws. No doubt also the Bancroft Convention may have,created a

specific duty upon the United Kingdom to recognise the right of expatria-
tion. But it is submitted that the changes considered so far which the Act
made disclose no evidence of a duty to recognise foreign nationality laws

as such. But for the Bancroft Convention the United Kingdom could have

clung to the old law.
It is not necessary to recount in detail all the references to foreign

nationality laws made in British nationality legislation subsequent to the

Naturalization Act, 1870 &quot;). It is sufficient&apos;to recall that the rules with

27 These exact words were, in fact, inserted into the later Act (that of 1914) by way
of amendment made in 1933. See the British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, 1914,
as amended, S. 10 (2).

28) The rule was in fact re-formulated thus in 1914. See ibid., S. 10 (1).
29) S. 10 (3) of that Act (cf. the Act of 1914, S. 12 [1]) provided also that &quot;Where the

father being a British subject, or the mother being a British subject and a widow, becomes

an alien in pursuance of this Act, every child of such father or mother who during infancy
has become resident in the country where the father or mother is naturalized, and has,
according to the laws of such country, become naturalized therein, shall be deemed to be

a subject of the state of which the father or mother has become a subject, and not a British

subject&quot;. This was in practice strictly construed, no child being treated as within it unless
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reference to the effect of naturalisation in a foreign State and to the divest&quot;
ment of British nationality by, declaration of alienage remained unaltered
in any regard material here in the Act of 1914 The same was the case

with the rule respecting minor children of persons ceasing to be British

subjects &quot;). The- rule respecting married women was, however, reformu-
lated in 1914 - in terms which have been already recited by way of
example - so as to avoid the appearance of attributing to a British woman
marrying an alien a foreign nationality she might not possess.in accordance
with the law of the foreign State concerned And the latter rule was

altered in 1933 by. an addition - which again has been -used as an example
already - so as to provide that such a woman should not cease to be a

British subject unless by her marriage she should acquire the fore.ign
nationality of her husband,under the law of the State concerned In
1943 a requirement of registration with executive permission of declarations
of alienage made in time of War was imposed thus reducing still
further the element of foreign law involved in capacity to divest British

nationality by meansl of such declarations
With the complete revision of the nationality law of the United King-

the process whereby he acquired a foreign nationality was in fact &quot;naturalization&quot;. It thus
did not apply where A emigrated to the United States and became naturalised there only
after the birth in that country of his son, B. For in such a case B. acquired the nationality
of the United States iure. soli rather than by naturalisation.

30) British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, 1914, S. 13, 14. It was held during
the First World War that a British subject. possessing enemy nationality could not effect-
ively execute a declaration of ali.enage (Ex parte Freyberger [1917] 116 L.T. 237; Sawyer
v. Kropp [1916] 85 LJ.K.B. 1446). It was even held that a declaration of alidnage could
not be made so as to leave,the declarant with the nationality of a neutral (Vecbt,
v. Taylor [1917] 116 L.T. 446; Dawson v, Meuli [1918]:L.T. 357; Gscbwtnd v. Huntington
[ 1918] 2 K.B. 420), By contrast, though it is treason in a British subject to become natural-7
ised in an enemy State (R. T. Lynch [1003] 1 K.B. 444), the courts have not refused to

acknowledge the enemy nationality -,thereby acquired (Re Chamberlain&apos;s Settlement [1921]
2 Ch. 533; cowra, Ex parte Schumann 1940 N.P.D. 251 [South Africa]).

31) Ibid, S. 12 (1).
32) ibid, S. 10 (1).
33) ibid., S. 10 (2), as amended. By the insertion of S. M (3) similar provision was

made, for the case where the husband ceased to be a British subject during the continuance
of the marriage.

34) British Nationality and Status of Aliens Act, 1943, S. 7.

35) It is worthy of note that the Act of&apos;1914, S. 7 A, as introduced in 1918,provided
that where a_certificate of naturalisationwas revoked &quot;the former holder thereof [should]
be regarded as an alien and as a subject of the&apos;state to which he belonged: at the time Ithe
certificate was granted&quot;. The effects of revocation of a, certificate of naturalisation could
in general be extended by executive direction to the wife and minorchildren of the holder.
Where they were not so extended the wife could within six months make a declaration
of alienage effective as regards herself and any minot children notwithstanding that she
and they might in consequence become stateless.
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dom effected by the British Nationality Act, 1948 in implementationof
&apos;hip of each country of thethe scheme for the introduction of local citizens

Commonwealth the references, direct or indirect,&apos;which that law makes, to

foreign nationality laws have been much reduced. For the rulethat natu-

ralisation in a foreign State is productive of automatic loss of the status

of a British subject, what remains of the rule concerning loss of nationality
on marriage, the rule that the nationality of a minor child of, a- person
ceasing to be a British subject to some extent followed the nationality of

the parent, and even the device of the declaration of alienage - all these
have been swept away. They are replaced, by a single and uniform.rule
that any citizen of the&apos;United Kingdom and Colonies who is possessed of

the citizenship of some other -country of the Commonwealthor of the

Republic of Ireland also, or of the nationality of a foreign country,
I

may

divest himself of citizenship of the United Kingdom and Colonies by
declaration - subject only to execiitive consent in time of war in the case

of a person who is a foreign national &quot;). But the law of course, makes

references to the citizenship laws of the other countries of the Common-

wealth, and of the Republic of Ireland. For, under the new scheme of

things, certain transitional cases apart, the very quality of a British subject
is enjoyed only through, and consists only in, possession of citizenship of

the United Kingdom and Colonies or of some other country of the

Commonwealth&quot;). Further, possession of citizenship of another country
of the Commonwealth or of the Republic of Ireland constitutes as does

marriage with a citizen in the case of a woman 38) an indefeasible title to

citizenship of the United Kingdom and Colonies, subject, however, to the

satisfaction of a relatively benign requirement as to residence which

does not, incidentally, apply to a woman marrying a citizen. It is also laid

down that the child of a citizen of the United Kingdom and Colonies by
mere descent who is born in another country of the Commonwealth shall

acquire citizenship of the former country av his birth if he does not upon
that event acquire the citizenship of the country in which he is born

This, by the way, seems to constitute the first and only instance of a rule

whereby acquisition, as distinct from loss, of British nationality has been

made dependent,. at least in part, upon the law of another country. In

summary it may be said that, though the rule nemo potest exuere patriam

36) British Nationality Act, 1948, S. 19.

37) Ibid., S. 1.

Ibid., S. 6 (2).
39) Ibid., S. 6(1).
40) Ibid., S. 5(1), proviso (d).
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has not been restored, the law has in. very large measure returned to the
state in which it stood before, 1:870. If the references to the&apos; laws of the
other. countries of the Commonwealth and of Ireland may by regarded
as in,some sense domestic references, as indeed they largely are, it may thus
be said that the sQle acknowledg ent of foreign nationality or foreign
nationality law the present law of the United Kingdom makes arises.from
the circumstance that a domestic national who is simultaneously possessed
of a foreign nationality may in time of peace divest himself of -his,domestic
status.

It is submitted that the picture is not very different if regard be had to

the nationality laws of countries other than the United Kingdom

41) The major provisions material to the: theme of this paper of the laws. of the other
countries of the Commonwealth and of the Republic of Ireland, which, together with the
new law of the United Kingdom, have now replaced the former uniform,&apos;-or almost uni-

form, law of the common status of British subjects may be summarized as follows:
C a n a d a voluntary and formal acquisition outside Canada of &quot;the nationality or

citizenship of a country other than Canada&quot; &apos;produces the automatic loss of citizenship
(Canadian Citizenship Act, 1946, as amended S. 15). Any natural-born Canadian citizen
who at birth or during minority, and any Canadian&apos; citizen whatsoeverwho on marriage,
became or becomes &quot;under the. laws of any other country a national or citizen of that,
country&apos; is able to renounce citizenship by declaration if &quot;still such a national or citizen&quot;
(ibid., S. 16). A Canadian citizen &quot;whoi under the laws of another country, is a national
or citizen of such country and who serves in the armed forces of such country when it

is at war with Canada&quot; generally ceases thereby to be a citizen (ibid.,S. 17). Acquisition
by a Canadian citizen other than natural-born in Canada of &quot;the nationality or citizen-

ship of a foreign country&quot; is in general a ground for the discretionary revocation of
citizenship (ibid., S. 19 [2] [a]). The child of a parent ceasing to be a Canadian citizen,
likewise ceases or may be directed to cease to be such &quot;if heis or, [upon his parents&apos; so

ceasing] becomes, under the law Of any country other than Canada, a national. or citizen
of that country&quot; (ibid., S. 29 [11, [2]).

A u s t r a I i a The child. of an Australian citizen not ordinarily resident in Australia
or New Guinea who is born in another country of the Commonwealth is disabled. from
acquisition of Australian citizenship at his birth if, &quot;under the law of [the country wherein
he is born], he becomes a citizen of that country at birth&quot; (Nationality, and Citizenship
Act, 1948-1955, S. 11). Acquisition by Voluntary naturalisation of &quot;the nationality or

citizenship of -a country other than Australia&quot;. produces the automatic loss of Australian
citizenship (ibid., S. 17). Acquisition at birth or minority of such a nationality or citizen-

ship constitutes, whether or not it be retained, a title to renounce citizenship (ibid.,
S. 18 [1]). But Australian citizenship may also be renounced without any such title by a

person who acquired that citizenship during minority by naturalisation (ibid., S. 18 [2]).
Where the wife of a person renouncing deprived of Australian citizenship is concerned,
it is a&apos;condition for renunciation of Australian citizenship that she shall have, acquired
&apos;under the law of some country other than Australia,, the nationality or citizenship of
her husband&quot; (ibid., S. 18 [3]). Service in the armed forces of a country other than Australia
by an Australian citizen who &quot;under the law of [any] country other than Australia,,
is a national &apos;or citizen of that country&quot; is productive, of &apos;the automatic loss of Australian
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citizenship (ibid., S. 19). The child of a person ceasing to be an Australian citizen loses
the status of such a citizen &quot;if heis or [upon his parents&apos; so ceasing] thereupon
under the law of some country outside Australia, a national or citizen of that country&quot;
(ibid., S. 23, [1]). This rule does not apply where the parent is deprived of Australian
citizenship by discretionary executive action, when the deprivation of the child&apos;s citizen-
ship lies in the unfettered discretion of the executive (ibid., S, 23 [2]).
New Zealand: - Possession of citizenship of another country of the Common-

wealth or of the Republic of Ireland or of the nationality of a foreign country is a pre-
requisite to renunciation of citizenship. (British Nationality and New Zealand Citizenship
Act, 1948, S. 21). Naturalisation in&apos; a foreign country and the voluntary exercise. of any
of the privileges or performance of any of the duties of a foreign nationality simultane-
ously possessed are discretionary gr,ounds for deprivation of citizenship (ibid., S. 22).

S o u t h A f r i c a The child of a citizen not in the service of the Union Govern-
merit or of a person or associaItion established in the Union,,or not ordinarily resident in

the Union, is di&apos;seqtitled from acquisition of South African citizenship at his, birth in
another country of the Commonwealth &quot;if under the law of that country he,,becomes a

citizen of that country &quot;I (South African Citizenship Act, 1949, ,S. 6 [2]).&quot; Acquisition
by naturalisation of &quot;the citizenship or nationality of a country other than the Union&quot;

productes the automatic loss of South.African citizenship (ibid., S. 15), The rules, as to

capacity to renounce South African citizenship by declaration -are the same as those for
the renunciation of Australian citizenship (ibid., S. 16 [1], [2]). S. 16 (4) provides further
that the wife of a person ceasing to be a South African citizen by renunciation or de

privation may herself renounce citizenship by declarationj but only when she has &quot;ac-

quire[d], under the law of a country other than the Union, the citizenship or nationality
of her husband&quot; - though apparently without regard to whether or not she still retains
that citizenship or nationality.

Southern Rhodesia: -Provisions as to renunciation of citizenship identical
with New Zealand (Southern Rhodesian Citizenship and British Nationality Act, 1949,
as amended, S. 26).

C e y I o n &quot;A person who is a citizen of arfy country other than Ceylon under the
law in force in country shall not be granted citizenship by registration unless he
renounces citizenship of that country in accordance with that law.&quot; (Citizenship Act, 1948,
as amended, S. 14 [2]). There is power to exempt any particular person from this,rule

(ibid., S. 14 [3]). Capacity to renounce citizenship is not in general dependent upon
possession or acquisition of any other national status, but registration of a declaration of
renunciation may be withheld in time of war if &quot;by operation of any law enacted in

consequence of (the] war, the declarant is deemed for the time -being to be an enemy&quot;
(ibid., S. 18). Renunciation of citizenship of any other country is normally a condition
for the retention of citizenship of Ceylon acquired by descent beyond theage of 22 (ibid.,
S. 19 fl]-[4]). Voluntary acquisition of another citizenship produces the loss of citizen-

ship of Ceylon however acquired, and citizenship of Ceylon acquired by registration
may not be retained beyond the age of 22 unless citizenship of another country acquired
by, mere operation of law is* renounced (ibid., S. 19 r5], 20 [1], [2]). A purported re-

nunciation of another citizenship which. is &quot;not in accordance with or not effective under
the law&quot; thereof is a bar to the acquisition, retention or resumption of citizenship of

Ceylon (ibid., S. 20 A).
I n d i a Voluntary acquisition of &quot;the citizenship of any foreign state&quot; produces

the automatic loss of Indian citizenship (Constitution, Art. 9). Possession of the quality
of &quot;a citizen or national of another country&quot; is a qualification for the making of. a

declaration of renunciation of citizenship (Citizenship Act, 1955, S. 8 [1]). &quot;Any citizen
of India who by naturalisation, registration or otherwise voluntarily acquires the

citizenship of another country shall, upon such acquisition cease to be a citizen of
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Thus, under the French Ordonnance of 19 October, 19.45 42 although
24 the attribution of French nationality tothe l,egitimate child born in
France of a mother there born- and to the illegitimate child born in France
of a parent there born is qualified by

-14 faculte de repudier cette qualite dans.les six mois precedant sa majorite)&gt;,
by Article 31 it is stipulated that

-nul ne peut repudier la nationalit&apos; frangaise s&apos;il ne prouve qu&apos;il a.,e par filiation,
la nationalite d&apos;un pays etranger &gt;&gt;.

Article 38 qualifies the rule that a foreign woman marrying a French
national automatically acquires French nationality by providing that

any such woman
-dans le cas ou sa loi nationale lui permet de conserver sla nationalite, a la
faculte de declarer anterieuremenIt a la: celebration du marriage. qu&apos;elle d6cline
la qu4lite de Frangaise&gt;&gt;.

Also under Article 87
-Perd la nationalit6 frangaise, le Frangais majeur qui acquiert volontairement
une nationalite 6trangere-,

India [otherwise than in time of war]&quot;. But a &quot;question as to whether, when or how
any person has acquired the citizenship of another country&quot; does not necessarily fall to
be answered in terms of the law of that citizenship but is rather to &quot;be determined by such
authority, in such manner, and having regard tq such rules of evidence&quot; as may be
prescribed (ibid., S. 9).

P a k i s t a n Any citizen of Pakistan-who &quot;is at the, same time a citizen or national
of any other country,&apos;. shall, unless he makes, a declaration according to. the laws of
that other country renouncing his status as citizen or national thereof, cease to be a
citizen of Pakistan&quot; (Pakistan Citizenship Act., 1951, as amended, S. 114 [1]). Any person
who &quot;remains, according to the law of a state at war with Pakistan,&apos;a subject of that
state&quot; is liable to be deprived of citizenship by natur4lisatio-n (Naturalisation Act, 1926,
as amended, S. 8 [2] [e]). The effects of the revocation of a certificate of naturalisation
may be extended at discretion to the child of the holder without regard to the resultant
national status of such child. But they may be similarly extended to the wife,of the holder
only if, inter alia., &quot;by reason ofthe acquisition by her husband of a new nationality,
she has also acquired thit nationality&quot; (ibid- S. 9 [2]). Though a person who has ac-

quired the status of a citizen of Pakistan by naturalisation during minority,is at liberty
to renounce that status whether or not he possesses alternative status, and oughih
if he does so his minor children will in all cases l1ewise cease to be citizens, his wife
will not also so cease &quot;unless by reason of the acquisition by her husband of a new

nationality she has also acquired,that nationality&quot; (ibi,d.,&apos;:S. 10).
Republic of Ireland: -Voluntary acquisition of &quot;another citizenship&quot; is a

discretionary ground for the revocation of a certificate of naturalisation (Citizenship
Act, 1956, S. 19 [11 [e]). So also is possession &apos;of nationality in terms of the law of an

enemy State (ibid., S. 19 [1] [d]). An Irish citizen &quot;who is or is about to become
a citizen of another country and for that reason desires to renounce citizenship&quot;, may
lodge a declaration of alienage and, upon lodgment of the declaration or, if not, then a

citizen of that country,,upon becoming&apos; such, shall cease to be an Irish citizen&quot; (ibid.,
S. 21 [1]).

42 The text of the Ordonnance, and of.the legislation cited hereinafter in this section,
is taken from the United Nations Legislative Series, Laws Concerning Nationality (1954).
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as well as, under Article 91,
le Frangais merne mineur, qui, ayant une nationalite etrangere, est autorise,

_

sur sa demande, par le Gorvernement frangais, a perdre la qualite de Fran9ais&gt;&gt;-

Similarly, under Article 93 the rule that an illegitimate child acquiring
French nationality through his mother loses that nationality if legitimated
by the marriage of his mother with a foreign national does not in at least
some cases apply unless he has acquired the nationality.of his father. The

capacity of a French woman marrying a foreign national to renounce

French nationality by declaration made in anticipation of% marriage like-

wise exists only -lorsque la:femme acquiert ou peut acquerir la nationalite
du mari, par application de la loi natiOnale de celui-ci* &quot;). And, though
naturalisation may be revoked,,.the effects of revocation may be extended
to the wife or children of a person concerned only &lt;,a condition qu&apos;ils
aient conserve tine nationalite etrangere,&gt; 44).

Under S. 25 of the Lex Delbriick German nationality is ordinarily lost

upon the acquisition of a foreign n4tionality. But where an illegitimate
German national is legitimated by a foreign national he apparently loses.
German nationality irrespective of whether or not he acquires any other 45).
The former rule that a woman. German national marrying, a foreign
national lost German nationality whether or not she acquired, any other

has, however, now gone. In Italian law a person born in Italy of foreign
parents acquires Italian nationality at birth if he does&apos; not acquire the

nationality of his parents under the law thereof &quot;). The voluntary acquisi-
tion of a foreign nationality, coupled with the establishment of foreign
residence, produces the automatic loss of Italian nationality 47) The invol-

untary acquisition of a foreign nationality is a qualification for the repu
diation of Italian nationality 48) An Italian woman loses her nationality
on marriage with a foreigner if she may thereupon acquire the nationality
of her husband 49). Such a w6man who marries a person subsequently
acquiring a foreign nationality loses her Italian nationality if she acquires&apos;
in fact the new nationality of her husband &quot;). Children of persons ceasing
to be Italian nationals likewise cease to be such only if they acquire. a

foreign nationality

&apos;43) Art. 94.

44) Art. 100.

45) S.16 (5).
46) Law of 13 June, 1912, Art. 1 (3).
47) Ibid., Art. 8 (1).
48) Ibid., Art. 8 (2).
49) Ibid., Art. 10.

50) Ibid., Art. 11.

51) Ibid., Art. 12.
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Although a person born outside the bnited States its possessions,.
only one of whose parents is, an American national (i.e. a citi?,;en)-, will

acquire American nationality (citizenship) at birth provided that the rele-w
vant parent had resided in the United States for ten years prior- to the
birth, such a forfeits that nationality unless he enters the United
States and is physically present:there for five years, before attaining the,
age of 28 This rule applies irrespectiveof the resultant status of the

person concerned. Foreign naturalisatioti works an automatic forfeiture. of
American nationality in the cas-e of a person of full age But so also
does taking an oath of allegiance to a.foreign Statq without acquiring the
nationality thereof, and likewise the mere in 4 political
election in 4 foreign State, as well as many other acts&quot;&apos;). And the pro-
visions of the laws refer to are of course very usual and one,or other
of them is to be found in the law of almost every country,
On the other hand there are probably to be found&apos; nationality laws

which take no account whatsoever of foreign laws. This position is almost,
approached by thelaw of Bolivia. Thereunder, for instance, a Bolivian,
woman marrying a foreigner retains her nationality and, though, Bolivian.,
nationality is expressed to be lost upon the acquisition of a foreign nation,

ality, it may in such a case be recovered by the establishment of domicile,
in Bolivia And the extremely inadequate translation of the Chinese law
which is available suggests a siMilar,state of affairs. For thereunder, for
instance,, although the wife of an &quot;alien&quot;, or a child legitimated by an

&quot;alien&quot; mayor will lose Chinese nationality 56 it is not exIplicitly indicated
that this is the case only where the foreign nationality of the husband or

parent has been acquired- Similarly, although a person who &quot;.wishes
to acquire the nationality of a.foreign country&quot; may with executive con

sent renounce Chinese nationality&apos;, sit i not made clear that the foreign-,
nationality in&apos;contemplation must in fact be. acquired. It is, however, hard
not to suspect that these ambiguities are the result of inco,rrect:translation..
Thelaw of Iraq is very much like.that.of Bolivia in that nationality lost
thereunder as a result,of foreign naturalisati6n,is recoverable by the reestab-
lishment of residence Iraqui nationality. acquired at birth may, appar-
ently, be renounced notwithstanding that the person concerned is

52) Public Law 414 of 27 June, 1.952, S. 301 (7).
53) Ibid.j S. 349 (a) (1).

Ibid., S. 349 (a) (2)-(10).
55) Constitution, Art. 40, 41.

56) Nationality Act of 5 February 1929, Art. 10 (1), (2),-(3).
57) Ibid., Art. 11.,
58) Law of October 9., 1524, Art. 13, as amended.
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left stateless An Iraqui woman marrying a foreign national in all-cases
loses her. nationality &quot;). Children of Iraqui nationals, ceasing to be such

similarly lose Iraqui nationality invariably &quot;). Israeli nationality is, except.
in one case, acquired and. is lost without regard to the possession, or non-

possession of any other nationality by any person concerned &apos;). The pro-
vision of the Jordanian Law of 1954. are perhaps somewhat ambiguous in

translation. For though a Jordanian national &quot;may renounce his Jordanian
nationality and acquire the nationality of a foreign State&quot; &quot;) it is not made

clear thav the one transaction is dependent on the other. If it be so, it is

apparently the only&apos; case in which the acquisition or loss of Jordanian
nationality is dependent upon the possession or non-possession, or the

acquisition or non-acquisition, of any other nationality, sav that natural,-
isation is not granted to &quot;any person unless he loses by such naturalisation
the nationality he possesses at the date thereof&quot; The laws of Nicar-

agua and Portugal are very similar to those of Bolivia The Roman

customary law, which still largely governs nationality of San Maripo,,:
takes no. account of any othernationality law Nor does the nationality
law of Uruguay nor, apparently, that of Venezuela

The manner in which a nationality law taking little or no account of

foreign law operates is well demonstrated upon a consideration of the
details of, Israeli law. Thereunder nationality is acquired by &quot;&apos;return&quot; to

the territory of Israel upon the part of a Jew, by residence in that territory
in certain cases, by birth of an Israeli parent or by naturalisation It is

lost by renunciation or by revocation of naturalisation &apos;). It is, however,
a prerequisite of naturalisatidn that the applicant should have &apos;renounced
his prior nationality or [have] proved that he will cease to be a foreign
national upon becoming an Israel national 73) This case apart, &quot;acquisition

59) Ibid., Art. 14.

60) Ibid., Art. 17.
61) Ibid., Art. 18 (2).

Nationality Law of I April, 1952. See the text, infra.
63) Arts. 15, 17.

64) Art. 12 (3).
65) Cqnstitution of 1950, Arts. 17-22.

66) Civil Code, Arts. 18-22.

67) See p. 350, supra.
68) Memorandum of Secretary of State, United Nations Legislative Series, Laws Con-

cerning Nationality, 396.

69) Constitution of 1951, Arts. 73-81.

70) Constitution of 1953, Arts. 22-27.

71) Nationality Law of I April, 1952, S. 1, S. 2-9.

72) Ibid., S. 10, 11.
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Israel nationality is not conditional upon renunciation of a prior national-,
ity&quot; 74) and &quot;An Israel national who is also a foreign national shall, for the

purposes of Israel law, be considered as an Israel national&quot; 75). There is no
condition attached to capacity to renounce Israeli nationality other than that
the -de cuju-s shall pot be an inhabitant of Israel 76).

IV.

Now are decisions to be found in which the courts of State A have held
a person to be a national of State B? Clearly there are. Thus in Kramer v.

Att6rney-General 77) court held the de cujus to be a German
national - though, it must be remarked, in a particular context and in
circumstances in which it would not have been improper to have come to

exactly the opposite conclusion, because the de cujus was undoubtedly a

British subject 7) Another decision of a similar sort was R. v. Home Secre-

tary ex parte L 79) Here again the context was a limited one. But, this

apart, the case is a telling one becaus&quot;e the de cuius was held to be a German
national when he was not such in German law &quot;). It thus provides an

instance of a national Ourt refusing, for.whatever reason, to recognise a

foreign nationality law &quot;). The case possesses, moreover, the advantage
that it concerned a matter which has been litigated in many countries - the
effect of the Nazi denationalisation decrees of November 25, 1941. The
latter decree was not denied effect in the 6qually wellknown: American
case of U.S. ex rel. Scbwarzkopf v. Ubl &apos;). There the, Court observed that

&quot;if we were- to look solely to German law to determine his status, [the de

culms] would not be a German citizen&quot;

because of the decree and. declared that there was
no public policy of this country to, preclude an American court from recognis-

ing, the power of Germany to disclaim Schwarzkopf as a citizen&quot;.

This language is ambiguous as evidence of the existence or non-existence

of a duty to recognise the power referred to. Furthermore, if the Court in

74) ibid., S. 14 (a).
75) ibid., S.14 (b).
76) Cf. Ibid., S. 10.

77) [1923] A.C. 528.

78) See p. 366, infra.
79) [1945] K.B. 7..
80) See p. 365, infra.&apos;
111) Cf. L a u t e r p a c h t The Nationality of Denationalized Persons (Jewish Year

Book of international Law, 1948, p. 162).
82) 137 F. 2d. 898; Annual Digest, etc., 1943-1945, p. 188. The report of this and the

succeeding decisions of&apos;courts other than English courts is taken from the series &quot;Annual
Digest (and Reports) of Public International Law Cases&quot;, now the &quot;International Law
Reports&quot;.
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a sense applied the denationalisation decree qua German law, it failed to,

apply the whole, of German law. For the&apos; de cujus was an Austrian, Jew
already resident in the United States at the time of. the Anschluss. He was

in consequence held not to be a German national because -the

&apos;generally accepted principle of international law&quot; was &quot;that when territory
is transferred to a new sovereign by conquest or cession the inhabitants of the

territory become nationals of the new goverDment only by their own consent,

express or implicit&quot;, so that &quot;Germany can impose citizenship by annexation
(Collective nationalization) only on those who were inhabitants of Austria in
1938&quot;.

Discoverable decisions of the courts of other countries upon the effect
of the Nazi denationa.lisation decrees were influenced-by the Allied annul-
ment of these decrees which took i)lace after the Second World War and

by some confusion as to the precise .results of that annulment. Thus the
Swiss Federal Tribunal first of all assumed, in Levita-MfihIstein v. Federal

DepartMent of justice and Police that the Allied action would oblige
&apos;the German authorities which function in Germany under the Allied occupa-
tion [to] recognize the German nationality [of a person within the scope of the

decree] if they were called upon to make a pronouncement on the matter&quot;.

As a consequence that Court -did not need to act upon the view it also ex-

pressed that the Nazi legislation involved

&quot;an incompatibility with Swiss public policy which, according to general prin-
ciples, prevents the application of [that legislation] in Switzerland&quot;.

That case, therefore, stands very much - on the same footing as the
S c h w a r z k o p f case insofar as the present enquiry is concerned. The
Court did in fact apply the relevant foreign law - or what it conceived to

be that law, as it stood at the time of the proceedings. And whether or not

it did this on the basis of a duty so to do is not to be deduced from its
observations concerning a possible case where the duty might not exist
which did not in fact arise. It is significant, however, that the Swiss court,
as the American, Ispoke of public policy as governing the area of the

exception. And, in putting the matter on this basis, the.Swiss Court pointed
out that it

&quot;had always held that States-have sovereign power to lay down the conditions
of the acquisition and retention of citizenship. It [is] considered to be doubtful
whether that power is limited by international law&quot;.

133 Entscheidungen des Schweizerisc&apos;hen Bundesgerichtes, vol. 72 (1946) 1, p. 407;
Annual Digest, etc., 1946, p. 133.

23 Z. ausi. W. R. u. VR., Bd. 19/1-3
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In Rosenthal v. Eidgen6ssisches Justiz- und Polizeidepartement &apos;,),&apos;-how-,
ever, the Swiss Federal Tribunal. reversed itself on, both points, holding that

&quot;It is immaterial whether [a] foreign [nationality] law satisfied Swiss- no-

tions ob public policy&quot;
and that the Allied measures of repeal had

no retroactive effect. Moreover, they apply exclusively to, the occupied, terri,-

tory

Upon both these cases ivis to be. noted,&apos; incidentally, that the issue. was not

whether a person was or was not a German national,, but whether a woman

had lost Swiss nationality -in consequence;of her marriage with such a

person in pursuance of 4 domestic. rule that she should be considered to do

so if the law of her husband&apos;s nationality.provided that she should acquire
that nationality. There may here seem. to be a distinction without a differ-&apos;,

ence. But perhaps this is not so. For, as has been seen &quot;), the existence of

a.rule that domestic. nationality, is lost upon the acquisition of a foreign
nationality through marriage argues nothing in TavoUr of a duty of- recog..;

nition of foreign nationality law. A decision upon the basis of such a rule

does not necessarily reinforce the. case for a duty of this sort.. Having
regard to this, it is significant that the Swiss Court said in the Milhl-

stein case that

&quot;Swiss authorities can only decide as. a preliminary question.of law whether a,

person possesses a certain foreign nationality. Their decision on that point is a

consideration on whichthe judgment of the actual question at issue will be

based. It has hot the importance -of a judgment on the merits which had become

effective.,,It has not the authority of res jmdicata&quot; 116).

But against this must be set the statementin the later case that

&quot;Statelessness [of a Swiss marrying a foreigner] may result from two

circumstances. The firstis. the denial of nationality to thewife by the national
law of the husband. It is, accordingly,: the duty of the Court to inquire into

the status of the husband, and, into the provisions of his national law rela,t*
to the acquisition of nationality by marriage.

&quot; 87).

However,&apos;it may be doubted whether the reference here is, to any duty&apos;of
other than exclusively domestic, import 88).

84) Entscheidungen des Schweizerischen Bundesgerichtes, vol. 74 (1948) 1, P. 346; :

Annual Digest, etc., 1948,, p. 255.

85) See p. 342, supra.
06) See note 83, supra.
87)&apos;See note 84, supra.
W) As to the conflict of opinion of th French courts upon, the effects of the annul-

ment of the Nazi denationalisation decree, see in particular: Gunguini V. Falk (Revue
Critique de Droit International Priv6 vol. 39 [1950]i p. 580; Annual Digestj&apos;etc., 1949
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The Supreme Court of Israel, sitting as a Court of Appeal, likewise held

in Casperitts v. Casperius that a German Jewish immigrant denation

alised in 1941 died stateless because the Allied annulment of the denation-

alisation decree could not be construed automatically to restore German

nationality. It refused,, moreover, to&apos;be swayed by the argument that, it

ought not to recognise the Nazi law at all because of its barbarous char-

acter. Upon this point the Court observed:

&quot;[T]his: idea, in itself, is sound; however it is not competent to enable. our

testator to acquire the nationality of the Nazi State. This is not like any other

legal question. Otherwise, we reach the ridiculous conclusion, that, precisely
because of the barbarism Of the Nazi laws, a man in Israel will have to be

regarded as a&apos; citizen of that barbaric State. It goes without saying that all the

Nazi racial laws stand condemned. in our eyes, but,we are not- prepared to. rely
on that invalidity in order to recognize, so far as concerns a Jew, the legal
nexus with that base r6gime. Our opinion, therefore, is that despite the,uncon-
cealed anti-semitic motives of that Law, it was capable of snapping the legal tip
between the State and the citizen.&quot;

This language perhaps ignores that the law reprobated was in effect

recognised as &quot;snapping the legal tie&quot; between de cujus and pre- and post-
Nazi Germany.

The Oberlandesgericht of Celle held that a native Austrian acquiring
German nationality as a resul&apos;t of the Anscbluss, lost that nationality upon&apos;
the fact of the re-establishment of Austria, whilst denying, to a degree,
that the Austrian law restoring nationality had any influence upon the
situation. The Court said:

&quot;The re-establishment of Austria as an independent State resulted in a change
in the nationality of the respondent. He again became an Austrian national,
and lost German nationality. TheAustrian Staatsbiirgerscbaflsiiberleit
is admittedly not conclusive for the determination of the question whether he

acquired Austrian nationality, seeing that it is only valid for the territory of

Austria. And no provision of the nationality law of the Reich of 23 July 1913,
which is bindipg on German courts, leads to the conclusion that the respondent
has lost German nationality. However, the acquisition of Austrian and the loss
of German nationality by the respondent follows from rules of international

P. 224); Terbocb v. Daudet (Dalloz Hebd., 1947, jurisprudence, p. 240; Annual Digest,
etc., 1947, p. 121); Bertolo, v. Alexander (Dalloz Hebd., 1949, jurisprudence, 0. 551;
Annual Digest, etc., 1949, p. 225); Kurzmann v. O&apos;Rea (Dalloz Hebd., 1947, juris-
prudence, p. 47; Annual Digest, etc., 1946, p. 136); and cases cited - ibid., 136. See also
Goldstrom v. Socifth la Foncia (Dalloz Hebd., 194.6, p. 226; Annual Digest, etc., 1946,
p. 142); Fretel v. Wertbeimer (Gazette du Palais, 1948 [1 Sern.], p. 275; Annual Digest,
etc., 1948, p. 287).

119) International Law Reports, 1954, p. 197.

90) Nationality (State Succession) Case (Annual Digest, etc., 1948, p. 217).
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law, which are part of German law) and even override German legislative
provisions which conflict with them.. According to the principles&apos; of State

succession it must be recognised that former Austrians who were resident in

Austria at the time of its&apos; re-establishment in .1945 without more acquired
Austrian nationality and lost the German nationality which they had acquired

dinsolely as a result of the union of Austria and Germany. Thus even accor 1

to German law the respondent must be regarded as being no longer a German

citizen but an alien

The issue in the case was in fact Whether either of the parties to divorce

proceedings was a German national. And notwithstanding that the re

spondent husband (who Was all times resident in Austria) was, as has

been seen, held not to., be such a national, the appellant wife, a native

German at all times resident in Germany, was held to have retained her

original status.. On this aspect of the case the Court said:

-&quot;The question whetherthe appellant has lost German nationality can only
arise if-it is found that she has, as the wife of the respondent, acquired Austrian

nationality. It is not necessary to decide whether she acquired that nationality
by virtue of the Austrian nationality law,,for that law, as stated above, has no

validity in Germany. No,provision of German law deprivesthe respondent&apos;of
German nationality. Nor is there a principle of international law that the

nationality.It is not necessary to decide whether she acquired that nationality
Different considerations might arise if there were a matrimonial home in

Austria in addition to the appellant&apos;s domicilein Luneburg. Then.it might be

argued that, according to international law, the appellant also was affected by
the change of nationality, not directly as the wife of the respondent, but by
virtue of the fact that she shared,the domicile of her husband as a result of her

marriage and thusbelonged to the territory which was from Germany
and again became independent

This decision appears, to attribute Austrian nationality to at least the

respondent upon some basis other than Austrian legislation..A similar sug-
I

gestion is to be found in the, Nation ality. (Secession of A u s - -&apos;I.&quot;

t r i a) C a s e &quot;), where the German Supreme Administrative Court said:.

&quot;[I]t is a general rule of international la-%, that a State is alone competent

to determine how its nationality shall be acquired and lost. Accordingly the

plaintiff [a former Austrian natiopat-domiciled at all material times in Ger--

many], has not, lost her German nationality by virtue of any general rule of
international law It cannot be denied that those persons actually domiciled
in, the territory of the Republic. of Austria acquired Austrian nationality, either

by vitue of the re-establishment of that State or -by virtue of the Law Of

July 10, 1.945. The Court is not concerned with the question whether persons

91) international Law Reports, 1954, p. 175.
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so domiciled lost their German nationality&apos;as a result of there

of the Republic of Austria and their acquisition of Austrian nationality,. but
it must not be thought that this Court would necessarily answer that question
in the negative. Well-known teachers of&apos; international law take the view that

an emancipation of this kind results in automatic change of nationality
However, even in theview of these teachers,,the loss of the old nationality is

automatic only so far as concerns persons who are within the sphere of power
of the new State, the loss of nationality of the old State taking place at the

moment when the new State is established or re-established&quot;.

On the other hand, as respects a person actually resident in Austria, the

Court of Appeal of Frankfurt observed. that, though there was no appli-
cable German legislation and no firm rule of international law discoverable,

&quot;The Federal Constitutional Court and, the Bavarian Court of AppeaI seem to

take the view that at least those Austrians Who are1iving in Austria and who

no longer have any citizenship contacts with Germany are no longer claimed

as citizens by Germany, and have. therefore lost their German. nationality by
virtue of the recognition of the legislation enacted by Austria. The Court adopts

92).this view

This would appear to be the only suggestion that Austrian law had any
influence on the matter in this series of decisions. But they are open to the
construction that the German courts assumed that international law, and
therefore the rule that upon the establishment of a new State persons resi-
dent within its territory acquire its nationality, which these courts averred
to be a rule of international law, applied as part of the law of Austria as,

under the Constitution, itapplies as part of the law of Germany.
In Wasservogel v. Federal Department of justice and Police the Swisg

Federal Tribunal held&apos;a former Austrian resident in Switzerland to have
recovered Austrian nationality by virtue of the operation of the Austrian

legislation, dismissing the argument that the construction of the latter as

operating independently of the will of individuals &quot;would lead to forcible
naturalisations, which are contrary to international law and hence inadmis-
sible&quot; &quot;) because, the re-established Austria being a continuation of the,
former State, there was a personal connection between it and the nationals
of the latter which justified its legislating for them. The actual issue Was
rather whether a Swiss woman who had married a former Austrian national

92) Austrian Nationality Case (International Law Reports, 1953, p. 250). The de-
cisions: referred to in this case are, apparently,. the Austrian Nationality Case (Inter-
national Law Reports, 1951, p. 248) and the decision of the Bavuian Court of, Appeal
referred to in the note to the latter.

93) Entscheidung&amp;n des Schweizerischen Bundesgerichtes, vol. 75, 1, 189; Annual
Digest, etc., 1949, p. 184.
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persons affected thereby are being claimed as by. the States whose.,
territories have been annexed. Where they have not been so claimed, German
law need not regard them as non-German

In U.S. ex rel. Reicbel v. Carusi the United States Court of Appeal
for the Third Circuit, in holding that a person of German -race born in

Bohemia who. had acquired German nationality following the German an-

nexation was to be treated as an enemy, similarly rejected the cont,ention
that &quot;because the Sudetenland has been reincorporated into Czeicho
the appellant has become a Czechoslovak citizen&quot;. This it was said &quot;mighi
be arguable had the appellant remained in Krinsdorf. Since he has
been in the United States since 1935 no substantial question arises

But it may be.doubted whether it can serve any useful purpose to pursue
this survey of decisions further. For many other cases are to be found in

which domestic tribunals, confronted with the question whether a person
Jearly applied thepossessed the nationality of a particular foreign State, c

law of that State without question. Such,cases are indeed so numerous that

it is quite unprofitable to give examples of them. It is merely of interest-

to point out&apos;that the Swiss courts, for instance, applied the Russian, de-
nationalisation decree of 1921 so as to reach the&apos; conclusion that. a former
Russian national had become stateless- notwithstanding that Switzerland
had not accorded recognition to the Soviet government of Russia &quot;). The.
circumstance that such recognition had not been granted was not even

alluded to - though in Rajdberg v. Lewi &quot;) Polands recognition of the
Soviet regime was adduced as a justification for the Supreme Court of
Poland&apos;s arriving at a similar decision. The absence of any Belgian recogni-
tion of the incorporation of Latvia in the Soviet Union was specifically
held to be irrelevant by the Civil Tribunal of Brussels in Pulenciks v. Au-

gustoviks &quot;o), though with respect to the like case of Lithuania a German

court sitting in an occupied zone felt itself to be in a situation of some

embarassment when it appeared that the Nazi Reich had recognised the

government of the U.S.S.R. as superseding the autonomous regime but that
the Occupying Power had not&apos;&quot;). In general, where decisions such as have
been assembled here are to be found, in which courts have apparently decided

97) 157 F. 2d. 732; Annual Digest, etc., 1946, p. 119.

98) Lempert v. Bonfol (Entscheidungen des Sch-weizerischen Bundesgerichtes, vol. 60, 1,
p. 67; Annual Digest, etc., 1933-1934, p. 290); Von Fliedner v. Beringer; (Entscheidungen
des Schweizerischen Bundesgerichtes, vol. 60, 1, p. 263; Annual Digest, etc., 1933-1934,
p. 287).

89) Annual Digest, etc., 1927-4928, p. 294.

100) International Law Reports, 1951, p. 49.

101) Lithuanian Nationals Case, Annual Digest, etc., 1948, p. 48.
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that the de cujus was or was not of the nationality,of a particular foreign
State upon, some basis other than that of the law of that State, there have
existed, moreover, circumstances which would permit &apos;of its being said that
there applied the admitted exceptions to the duty to recognise foreign
nationality laws, - that the otherwise applicable law, offended,, if not
against &quot;international conventions&quot;, against &quot;international custom and the
principles of law generally recognised with regard to nationality&quot;

V.

There thus appears a situation which, though, it may be obvious, is

certainly striking. The law of nationality of one, State need scarcely refer
to that of any other. If itdoes it will do so only in that it may provide
that acquisit.ion, possession or retention of the nationality of 4 foreign
State shall or may constitute a circumstance occasioning or permitting the
loss of domestic nationality, or - much more rarely the non-acquisition,
of the. latter &apos;&quot;). And in this very limited, context the test of acquisition
or possession of thc,nationality of a foreign State is, generally and subject
only -to relatively specific exceptions, exclusively the law of the latter
State &quot;). Any dut of recognition of foreign nationality laws is thus an

imperfect and eccentric one. In fact, it is a tenable thesis that it does not

exist-at all or that, insofar as it must be taken to have been imposed by
the Hague Convention of 1930 upon the parties thereto, it has no, meaning.

The Convention apart, it isconceived that there is very, little evidence
that, there exists any: duty upon. a State to define the rules. governing
acquisition and loss of domestic nationality - to frame its own nationality
law that is - in any manner involving reference to foreign law. There is
no necessity, that is to say, to provide that naturalisation in a foreign State
shall be productive of loss of domestic, nationality, nor to provide that
marriage with foreigners shall ha,ve, any effect upon&apos;the nationality of
women nationals 7 and so,forth &quot;&apos;). Even under the Convention, moreover,
the necessity is not increased - except perhaps in one case.. If, indeed the
law of a State party to the Convention causes. a woman to lose domestic
nationality upon marriage with a foreigner, this consequence must be con-

ditional on her acquiring the nationality of her husband &apos;&quot;). If, similarly,
that law providesthat a child shall lose domestic -nationality upon legiti-

1102) See Art. 1 of the Hague Convention of 1930, set out at p. 337, supra.
103) See in especial p. 345, supra.
104) See p. 342, supra.
105) See p. 345, supra.
106) Art. 8.
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mation or adoption by a foreigner, a similar limi applies But the

law even.of a State party to the Convention need not contain provisions
to this effect - as, for instance, the laws of the several members of the

Commonwealth, who together comprise some one eighth of the totality&apos; of
States, often do not &quot;&apos;). The case where the Convention is exceptionally
compulsive is that of the person two nationalities acquired
without any voluntary act on his part&quot;. - the most typical case of plural
nationality in which the nationality of one State is acquired iure soli: and

that of another iure sanguinis. Such a person at least must be permitted,
to renounce the nationality of a State, which is not the State of his

&quot;habitual and principal residence&quot;, even though the law of that State ac-

cords no wider- rights of renunciation of its nationality 109).
Only two Other provisions of the Convention - apart from Article 1 itself

can be _pointed to as indicative of the existence of a duty to. recogn.ise

foreign nationality laws even on the basis of that instrument. These are its

Articles which lay down that

&quot;Any question asto a person possesses the nationality of a Particular
State shall be determined in accordance with the law of that State&quot; 110)

and that
&quot;A State may not afford -diplomatic protection to one of its nationals against a

State whose nationality such person also possesses.&quot;

The first of these rules represents, as has been seen, the general practice of

national courts. It is not, as laid down in the Convention, expressed to be

subject to any exception, such as Article 1 itself contains, arising from the

inconsistency of the relevant foreign law with &quot;international conventions,
international custom and the principles of law generally recognised with,

regard to nationality&quot;. But that is presumably immaterial - or at least

involves no more than that a court of a country should in relevant circum-

stances logically say:

&quot;We admit that the de cujus is (or is not) a national of foreign State X in

terms of X law. But beeause X law offends against e.g.: international custom,

we are .not bound to recognise it. As a consequence the existence (or non-exis.t-
ence) of X nationality is immaterial to us.&quot;

Such an attitude could perhaps be described as implying non-recogni-
tion of X n a t i o n a t y as well as of X nationality law, if the distinc-
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national may not be protected by any State of which he is a national as

against any other of which he,is also a national. But the investigation of
this question would call for the examination of a wholly different category
of materials and also. of the relationship between nationality, and protpc-
tion, which is not absolute&apos; Insofar as domestic nationality laws., are

concerned, however, they make, ashas been seen, strikingly little reference
to foreign laws - for the obvious reason, that they are. concerned wholly
with the acquisition and loss, of domestic nationality,. But, even though
this be obvious, -it is worth while exploring two further matters. The first

is whether the rule that the courts of one State will generally determine
whether a person possesses the nationality of another by reference to the,
law of that other. does:not result from logical necessity rather., any,,

duty of an international character. The. second is whether any difference,
is discernible in the practice in this, regard of these States which do, and
of those which-do not, employ nationality as a connecting.-factor of the
conflict of laws.

As to the first of these matters, A. N. M a k a r o&apos;v has observed that
the rule in question is possessed Of an universality rare in legal science 113).
This is indeed a striking circumstance. But is it not equally an obvious one,

arising from the nature of the case? For the distinction between the

question &quot;Is A of X ndtionality?&quot; and the question &quot;Is A domiciled (or
resident) in State X?&quot; is of the same order as that between the question
&quot;Is A a member of X University?&quot; and &quot;Is A a student?&quot; If, as in English
law, a man is deemed to be domiciled in the country which i&apos;s his.per.-
manent home, whereas, as in the United States, he is deemed to be domi-
ciled in any country in which he is residing without any present intention
of departing or, as in France, he is held to be domiciled in a country only
if he has satisfied certain fornialities, then it is manifest that an English,
an American and a French court may arrive at different decisions as to

the domicile of the same man But if it be universally agreed that

nationality consists in a &apos;nexus -between an individual and a State in terms

of the law of that State, then there can be only pne answer to the question
whether a man is a national of a particular State - an answer to be arrived
at by application of the law of the State concerned. It may naturally be

argued that there is no necessity for agreement that nationality connotes

the concept described. But it surely does. The term is simply shorthand
for the quality of &quot;belonging&quot; to a State according to rules laid down by

112) Cf. the Nottebohm Case (Second Phase) (I. C. J. Reports, 1955, p. 4).
113) Allgemeine Lehren des Staatsangehbrigkeitsrcchts, 1947, p. 161.

114) Cf. In Estate of Jones (1921) 192 Iowa 78; Re Annesley (1926] Ch. 692.
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the law of that State for the;determination of the existence or non-existence
of that quality.

It is sometimes said that there are occasionally to be found legislative
provisions violative of the rule the Convention lays down --.:instances,
that is, in which the authorities of State A attempt to attribu&apos;te or as the

casemay be, to deny, the&apos;nationality of State B to an individual on some

basis other than that of the law of, State B. Such a provision is perhaps
to be found in the rule laid down by the Naturalization Act 1870 of then

United Kingdom to the effect that &quot;A married woman shall deemed to

be a subject of the state of which her&apos;husband is for the time being a sub7
ject&quot; 115) But this is a dubious construction of that form of words. It

ignores, in the particular case, that the 1aw- of the United Kingdom has
in general,. And in. the whole context of that,or any other statute concerned
with domestic nationality law, no occasion to distinguish between foreign
nationals of different categories. Thus.if it be asked what is the result of
insisting, according to the strict letter of the admittedly ineptly worded
rule, that a woman British subject who has married a German nationalis
herself a German national, the answer is that she cannot be regarded as a

British subject - and nothing more. It is not to be argued further that she
is entitled, or not entitled, to do something which only German nationals
are entitled to do. For neither the particular statute nor any other general
law - and the applicability of the provision under discussion for the inter-

pretation of any other general law is of course subject to examination -

entitles ordisentitles German nationals as such, or for the matter of that

any other particular, category of foreign nationals as such, to do anything.
As to the further question whether any distinction is observable in the

practice of those&apos;States which do, and those which do not, employ nation-

ality as a connecting-factor of the conflict of laws, it may be. admitted
that the confinement of the context of nationality questions to the sphere
of political status rather than civil status must influence the character of
such questions as may arise. An English court, it may be said, has no oc-

casion to determine whether person is for instance a French national
for the purpose of determining the succession to his movables because it

will hold that this questions, is governed by the law, of his domicile. But
for a German court the question is very different. This may very well be,
the case. Does not this very circumstance, however, necessarily involve.
that no. duty of recognition of foreign nationality laws is beldeduced
from the rule that questions as to the possession or lack of the nationality
of A particular foreign State, areto be &apos;determined according to the law.

115) S. 10 (1). See p. 342, supra.
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of that State? Does not it even sugges,t, that the latter rule may in a sense

be disregarded? For the conflicts rules of a country may indeed provide&apos;
for example, that succession to movables is governed by the law of, the

nationality of a deceased intestate. But can they not equally provide that
the law of the domicile shall govern the. question? And does it not there-

fore follow that it would be equally legitimate to apply the lex fori to the

determination of nationality? Is it not-,- in fact, the case. that the lex fori
could legitimately be applied,to the substantive question -,that in short,
a State is not obliged to have any system of conflict of laws?. Further,-,
coming to the specific problem of the Hague Convention, has that instru-

ment anything to do with the conflict of laws?
The law of the United Kingdom, as has been said, is not concerned to

differentiate between sub-categories of aliens who are simply persons
for any general purpose. The sole nationalitywho, are not British subjects

question which has arisen in general has been whether the de cuius be a

British subject or not. Whatever the answer to that question, it is. generally
irrelevant that he is, or is also, a national of any foreign State and, if so,

a national of foreign State A rather than foreign State B. These matters

have only become relevant in the context of special statutory or treaty

regulations or of the application of a test of enmity in time of war. Thus

as long ago as the period of the peace settlement following the French

Revolutionary&apos;and Napoleonic Wars, upon a provision of the Treaty of

Paris, 1815 for the restoration of the property of British subjects seized

by the revolutionary authorities the question arose whether it applied so

as to benefit a person who was a French national by reason of being born
in France of a father there born but who was also a British subject as a

result of descent from a paternal grandfather born in Scotland. It was

decided that the de culus wa5 a French subject rather than a British subject
for the purposes of the treaty A like question arose upon the provisions
of the Treaty of Versailles and was decided in the same fashion, the pro-

perty of a German national being held not exempt from regulations gqv-

erning the disposal of property of &quot;German nationals&quot; by the circumstance
that he was also a British subject 117). Similarli, in a case discussed already,
R. v. Home Secretary, ex parte L&quot;) there arose, or appeared to arise, the

question whether the de cuius, who was admittedly not a British subject,
was a German national. He had in actuality been deprived of German

nationality under German law as a result of the Nazi denationalisation of

116) Drummond&apos;s Case (1834) 2 Knapp P. C. 295.

117) Kramer v. Attorney-General [1923] A. C., 528,

118) [1945] K. B. 7.
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inion of the United States&apos;SUpreme Court in Perkins v. EIg perhaps0P
the leading American case. having tQ,.do -with plural nationality. For there.

it was said:

&quot;As municipal law determines how citizenship may be acquired, if follows
that a person may have a dual nationality. And the mere fa ct that the plaintiff
may have acquired - Swedish&apos;citizenship by: virtue of the operation of Swedish

law, on the resumption of that citizenship by her parents, does not compel the
conclusion that she has lost her own citizenship acquired underour law

Upon 4 retrospectiveIview it is clear that the organs of the common-&apos;law

must have recognised the: possibility: of plural nationality. For&apos;,: when Eng-
land applied both the ius soli, and the tus sanguinis,,she cannot have ex-

pepted that no foreign State should do the same. But the possibility con-

stituted, as it&apos;still largely does, a mere extra-legal fact.
Even if it be granted, however, that the concept of,nationality enter-

tained by the law of a countrywhose conflicts system, does,not employ
that concept may be a distorted&apos;and restricted one, what is the result? Is

the law of a country which employs that concept more frequently, and for

purposes of determining civil status, more likely to admit of a duty Of

recognition of foreign nationality laws than the law of a country whose
sole concern with nationality is ordinarily to determine whether a person
is a domestic national or not? Such a question takes us back once more,,

into the realm of the fundamental theory of the conflict of laws. As has
been pointed out already, the very circumstance that States are free to

elect between nationality and domicile as alternative connecting-factors
of the conflict of laws tends to negate the possibility that there can be any
duty to recognise foreign nationality laws. And even if the local law theory
of conflicts now prevailing in the Anglo-Saxon world, which, would of
course no less deny that possibility, is not universally accepted, the fact
that there is.no universally accepted theory must lead us to the same con-

clusion. Besides, to what result could a denial of the validity of.the.con-

cept of nationality entertained in the common law countries possibly lead?
That concept is the reflection of. an attitude that questions of domestic
nationality fall, naturally, to be determined by domestic law and,.that
questions of foreign nationality are generally irrelevant. The lex fort does

not, in short, decide questions.of foreign nationality. The reason for this
is no doubt that they are not permitted to arise, issues of civil status being
decided according to the alternative test of domicile. But let the range of
questioned be extended. Let the law of a country employ nationality as a

124) (1939) 307 U. S. 325; Annual Digest, etc., 1938-1940, p. 351.
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